Since long, research on machine translation has been ongoing. Still, we do not get good translations from MT engines so developed. Manual ranking of these outputs tends to be very time consuming and expensive. Identifying which one is better or worse than the others is a very taxing task. In this paper, we show an approach which can provide automatic ranks to MT outputs (translations) taken from different MT Engines and which is based on N-gram approximations. We provide a solution where no human intervention is required for ranking systems. Further we also show the evaluations of our results which show equivalent results as that of human ranking.
INTRODUCTION
Ngram approximation is the subtask of Natural Language Processing (NLP), which is the branch of artificial intelligence. Approximation has many applications mainly in machine translation and natural language processing. In this paper we present an unsupervised learning approach for the development of a Ranking System. For this, we have done our study on English-Hindi language pair. We describe the discriminative training approach of machine learning in detail to identify the best MT Engine Output. The main idea behind the use of MT Engine output is to predict the correct translation of a sentence. Assessing the correct machine translation output is very difficult. There are lots of MT engines being developed in the world and there are various measures through which the quality of machine translation can be computed. With the help of Ranking System we can find out the best and accurate translation in minimum time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the work that has been done in this area. Section 3 describes our approach. Section 4 describes the evaluation and results of the study. Finally section 5 concludes the paper.
LITERATURE SURVEY
A lot of research work has been done and is still going on in machine translation. As we know that Machine Translation (MT) is becoming very popular among end-users. The main idea of estimating the quality of automatic translations for a particular task is called as the confidence estimation [1] . This confidence estimations task has been transformed into quality estimation task where the central idea remains the same. This quality estimation task is a rather recent aspect in research on Machine Translation.
In this area, previous work includes statistical methods on predicting word-level confidence [2] where just by looking at words people tried to analyze the quality of the translation. This method was extended by Specia et al. [3] who applied a regression technique and used SVM based classifiers. Raybaud et al., 2009) [4] further extended this study by estimating correctness using several probabilistic measures. In this direction, Rosti et al. [5] also performed sentence-level selections with generalized linear models that were based on re-ranking of N-best lists merged from many MT systems. Ye et al. [6] have described machine translation evaluation as a ranking problem as it is often done by the humans. The results show that the greater co-relation with human assessment at the sentence level can be achieved if ranking of translations is done. The authors have also used the n-gram match.
Soricut and Narsal [7] used machine learning for ranking the candidate translations; they then selected the highest-ranked translation as the final output. Avramidis [8] showed an approach of ranking the outputs using grammatical features.
He used statistical parser to analyze and generate ranks for several MT outputs. Gupta et al. [9] applied a naïve bayes classifier on English-Hindi Machine Translation System and ranked them. They have used the baseline system that was provided for quality estimation task of WMT 2012 workshop to extract the features of English sentences and its translations produced by MT systems. For evaluating the quality of the systems the authors have used some linguistic features. The authors have also compared the results of the automatic evaluation metrics. Moore and Quirk [10] described smoothing method for N-gram language models based on ordinary counts for generation of language models which can be used for quality estimation task. Setiawan and Zhou [11] employed discriminative training of 150 million translation parameters and its applications to pruning. They had used various pruning techniques for estimation of quality and thus ranking the translations.
OUR APPROACH
We have used a language model for ranking MT outputs. As language models can very easy capture the structure (grammar) of the language. For this they do not rely on any linguistic analysis but instead requires a large corpus onto which they can apply mathematical models. In this study we have used markov assumption and have used markov chains of order 2.
Experimental Setup
For development of our system, we used 35,000 sentences from tourism domain. These were English sentences with their translations provided by a human. We generated the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams on these 35K sentences. The statistics of this study is shown in table 1. Equations 1, 2 and 3 show the generation of uni, bi and trigarms. We also used GIZA++ to generate English-Hindi parallel lexicons which we then manually checked and corrected. We used the following algorithm to generate the n-grams for our study. We applied this algorithm on both English as well as Hindi sentences separately.
Input: Raw sentences Output: Annotated Text (N-grams text)

LM Algorithm
Step1. Input raw sentence file and repeat steps 2 to 4 for each sentence. Step2. Split each word of the sentence. Step3. Generate trigrams, bigrams and unigrams for the entire sentence. Step4. If n-gram is already present than increase the frequency count. Step5. If n-gram is unique than it will sort in descending order by their frequencies. Step6. Generate Probability of trigrams using equation 3.
Step7. Generate Probability of bigrams using equation 2.
Step8. Generate Probability of unigrams using equation 1. Step9. Output obtained in file is in our desired n-garm format.
For our study we have used 1300 English sentences and used six MT engines. The list of engines is shown in table 2. Among these E1, E2 and E3 are MT engines freely available on the internet. E4, E5 and E6 are MT engines that we have developed using different MT toolkits. E4 was a MT system which was trained using Moses MT toolkit [12] . This system used syntax based model [13] . We used Collins parser to generate parses of English sentences and used a tree to string model to train the system. E5 was a simple phrase based MT system which also used Moses MT toolkit. E6 was an example based MT system that was developed by Joshi et al. [14] [15]. These three systems used the 35000 English-Hindi parallel corpora to train and tune themselves. We used 80-20 ratio for training and tuning i.e. we used 28000 sentences to train the systems and remaining 7000 sentences to tune the systems.
Methodology
To rank MT outputs of various systems we first generated the trigrams of English sentence as well as its translations which were produced by different MT engines. To rank the translations we applied the following algorithm:
Input: English Sentence with MT outputs Output: Ranked MT output list
Ranking Algorithm
Step1. Trigrams from English sentences are generated.
Step2 Table 3 shows the n-gram statistics of these sentences and also shows the sum of cumulative probabilities of these trigrams. By looking at the data we can rank the system according to their probabilities.
EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of our system we collected 1300 sentences from tourism domain. These sentences were not part of 35000 that were used to train the models. To validate our results we compared the ranks of the system with the ranks given to MT systems by a human evaluator. The human evaluator used a subjective human evaluation metric that we used by Joshi et al. [16] . This metric evaluated an MT output on ten parameters. These were:
1. Translation of Gender and Number of the Noun(s). Each MT outputs were adjudged on these 10 parameters. The human evaluator was asked to give a score on a 5-point scale.
The scale is shown is table 4. Each sentence's 10 scores were then averaged to get a single score which was then used to rank MT outputs. Joshi et al. [17] have illustrated the entire working and detailed evaluation of this metric.
We evaluated the system generated ranks with human ranks in three different categories. At first we compared the ranks of all the systems, irrespective of their type. In second category we compared the ranks of only web based systems and in third category we compared the ranks of only MT toolkits or system which had very limited corpora to train and tune themselves. In combined category, engine E1 performed better than any other MT engine. It scored the highest rank. Out of 1300 sentences, it managed to score highest rank for 467 sentences. Engine E2 was the second best while engines E3 and E4 did not performed so well. Table 5 shows the results of this ranking. These ranks were similar to the ranks provided by human evaluator.
In web-based category, again E1 and E2 performed better and were the top ranking systems while E3 was the worst. Table 6 shows the results of this study. In MT Toolkits category, E6 performed better than other MT engines and E4 was the worst engine. Table 7 shows the results of this study. Figure 2 , 3 and 4 summarizes this data.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown the effective use of language models in ranking MT systems. For this we had generated language models for English as well as Hindi. We have also LM Human used parallel lexicons to align the trigrams so produced. We also evaluated the MT engines against 1300 sentences which were not part of the training corpus and compared the ranks provided by a human judge. It was found that the ranks produced by LM based ranking and the ranks of human judge were similar. Thus we came to the conclusion that we can use this technique to automatic rank MT systems.
This can be considered as a preliminary study as we still need to perform more experiments to make any sound assumptions.
Moreover as an immediate future study we can incorporate part of speech and morphological features into language models and then perform the rank and see if the performance of the system improves or not. Moreover we can also train classifiers and do the ranking. In both these studies this ranking system can be considered as a baseline system.
